Following nearly 20 years of producing bespoke safety videos for a number of superyachts,
we have now demonstrated our capabilities as 3d artists and architects by making a fully
animated version for the most prestigious 156m Motor Yacht Dilbar.
M.Y. Dilbar has been classed as the largest yacht in the world by volume and it was a great
compliment to be awarded the contract for not only an animated guest video but also an in
depth crew training video, in line with SOLAS recommendations.
The complex project started with a supplied model of the Espen Oeino yacht's exterior
design from the German shipyard Lürssen, as well as a huge amount of working diagrams and
engineering drawings. We then set about the mammoth task of transforming it all for
animation.
Thousands of layers of information were checked and tested for material and dimension
compatibility as well as isolating various parts of the yacht for animation. We then added
the interiors by modelling in 3d from 2d plans and artist's impressions from the award
winning Andrew Winch Design studio.
The list of models included the bridge, guest cabin, deck and boat lounges as well as the
complex modelling of the swimming pool.
Added to that the helicopter, tenders and various characters were designed for animating
various sequences; all bought together in a real world environment resulting in a 6min HD
video with a dual language narrative.
Made available on the yacht's media system, this information video will be made available
to the yacht's guests to demonstrate the state of the art safety arrangements on board.
We can report that the project was well received and we look forward to taking on similar
projects in the near future.
Due to our normal security policies we do not show the finished article publicly but please
take a look at our presentation to get a good idea of what is possible by Mallorca's foremost
MultiMedia Company.

